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Abstract This paper describes the first part of an exper-

imental and theoretical study performed on composite

Lanthanum Strontium Manganite (LSM) and Yttria-stabi-

lized Zirconia (YSZ) electrodes. Cathode electrocatalytic

activity was investigated using different cell configurations

and carrying out potentiodynamic polarisation and elec-

trochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements (EIS).

Measurements were carried out at different oxygen partial

pressures, overpotentials, temperatures and electrode

geometries. In order to identify the main steps involved in

cathodic oxygen reduction, the NLLS-Fit procedure was

used. The results for different cell geometries agree with

each other, suggesting a transition in the overall reaction

mechanism, from charge transfer to mass transfer control,

at a critical temperature of about 750 �C. The experimental

results also show a remarkable effect of electrode thickness

on the overall reaction rate, throughout the temperature

range tested. A grey level gradient along the thickness of

the thicker electrodes were detected by analyzing micro-

scopic images of the cells. These results, together with

electrochemical measurements on cathodes with different

thickness, confirm that morphology plays a key role in

determining the performance of Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

(SOFC) composite cathodes.

Keywords Active sites � LSM/YSZ composite electrode �
Modelling � Electrochemical measurements �
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1 Introduction

Electrodes for Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) are

designed to maximise the active area for electrochemical

processes. Mixed ionic and electronic conductors (LSC [1],

LSCF [2], BSCF [3] for the cathode; Fe-doped Ceria [4],

LSCM [5] for the anode) as well as mixtures of electronic

conductors electrocatalyst and ionic conductor electrolyte

materials have been widely used and studied for this pur-

pose [6]. Practice has shown that, in order to achieve

effective and long lasting cell performance, other aspects

need to be carefully taken into account, in addition to the

active area. Typically, to obtain a good current distribution

at the interconnect/electrode interface, a porous layer

containing electrocatalyst material is deposited and works

as current collector/distributor [7]. On the same side, in

order to prevent electrode poisoning by elements normally

contained in the interconnects (for instance Cr), a very thin

compact layer with possibly high electronic conductivity is

grown on the interconnect surface [8]. This layer also acts

to prevent metallic interconnect oxidation. Recently, an

additional thin functional layer has been included in the

electrode/electrolyte interface [9, 10] to improve electrode

electrochemical activity. This is often similar to the bulk

electrode, but with a different grain size distribution and
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morphology. Moreover, impregnation of macroporous

electrodes with nanoparticles has been investigated, to

enhance electrochemical activity or catalytic activity, if

direct hydrocarbon oxidation is performed at the fuel

electrode. With this multiphase porous microstructure,

composite electrodes can give different performances

depending on porosity, specific surface area (m2 m-3)

available for the electrochemical reaction, as well as ionic

and electronic conductivities of the different phases. More

detailed information is required about the main factors

governing oxygen reduction kinetics, in order to inform

electrode design and improve cell performance.

One of the crucial issues is the real distribution of active

sites within the electrode, if a random composite structure

is considered [11, 12].

In this paper, the cathodic side of the cell, which is a

main source of irreversibility in hydrogen fed SOFCs, has

been investigated, having regard to all these aspects.

Materials with very low mixed conductivity have been

considered, in order to ensure that charge transfer processes

are mainly localised at the Three Phase Boundary points

(TPB). In particular, the cathode is composed of a Lan-

thanum Strontium Manganite (LSM) and Yttria-stabilized

Zirconia (YSZ) mixture, the most conventional and stable

couple of materials for application in SOFCs, due to their

chemical stability and compatibility [13–15]. New experi-

mental results are presented which extend previously

published data [16]. These data form a sound basis for the

theoretical analysis of charge transport and electrochemical

reaction in the cathode, as presented in a companion paper

[17].

2 Experimental

Electrolyte supported cells in typical symmetrical two-

electrode and three-electrode configurations were used.

The electrolyte pellet was made by pressing 2.5 g of

8 mol% Y2O3 ? 92 mol% ZrO2 powders (TZ-8YS Tosoh

powder with 0.3 lm particles assembled in 40 lm

agglomerates) at 5 tons and sintering at 1,500 �C for 5 h.

The final result was a 20 mm diameter and about 2 mm

thick ceramic disk. This thickness was chosen to avoid

measurement errors due to misalignment of working and

counter electrodes [18, 19]. The cathodes were prepared by

overnight wet ball-milling of equal volumes of YSZ and

(La1 - xSrx)y MnO3 ± d (x = 0.25 and y = 0.95; Praxair,

about 0.3 lm). The mixture was then dried and diluted in

a-Terpineol (Aldrich). Further milling was performed to

obtain a paste that could easily be applied to the YSZ pellet

surface by slurry coating. The electrode was then fired at

1,100 �C for 1 h (heating range 5 �C/min). From a geo-

metrical point of view, the LSM/YSZ electrodes were

arranged on the circular surfaces of the solid electrolyte, in

order to achieve experimental conditions based on cylin-

drical symmetry. Different LSM/YSZ cathodes were

prepared with different thickness ranging between 5 and

120 lm. In order to reach equi-potential conditions (i.e.

homogeneous distribution of current lines), a thin current

collector layer, made up of coarse LSM powder mixed with

Terpineol, was applied to the working electrode surface in

contact with the external circuit wires. A Pt counter-elec-

trode, with the same shape and position as the working

electrode, was painted on the opposite side of the electro-

lyte pellet. For two-electrode measurements, symmetrical

cells were prepared by depositing LSM/YSZ counter-

electrodes. The Pt-reference and counter electrodes were

fired at 900 �C for 1 h. In the three-electrode configuration,

a Pt reference (Pt ink 6926 Engelhard, particle size 12 lm)

electrode was painted around the working or the counter

electrode, and care was taken to leave as large a distance as

possible between the two electrodes, in order to prevent

systematic errors in electrochemical measurements.

The cells were placed in a rig inside an alumina shoe

sliding over an alumina supporting tube [20], inserted in a

tubular furnace. Measurements were carried out between

500 and 900 �C, at different polarisations and varying

oxygen partial pressures. The temperature was checked by

a thermocouple placed close to the cell (1 cm).

The cell was connected to the electrochemical instru-

ments through platinum wires, which were shielded to

reduce noise. EIS and potentiodynamic measurements were

conducted for electrochemical investigations. EIS analyses

were performed using a 1286 Solartron electrochemical

interface and a 1260 Solartron Frequency Response Ana-

lyzer, over a 0.1 Hz–100 kHz frequency range, with

20 mV A.C. signal amplitude, at equilibrium potential and

under polarisation conditions. The cell was left at the

highest temperature for 24 h before starting the

measurements.

After electrochemical investigation, the cells were ana-

lysed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), to check

electrode thickness uniformity and other relevant mor-

phological features.

3 Results

Some preliminary tests were performed in order to check

the reliability of electrochemical measurements, which

have often been reported to be strongly dependent on cell

configuration [18, 19, 21, 22]. Cells with different cathode

thickness were tested in a symmetrical two- and three-

electrode configuration, by alternately using the reference

electrode placed at the working or at the counter electrode

side. Initial impedance measurements were carried out in
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air at open circuit potential. The diagrams showed the

expected typical shape independent of cell configuration

[16]. The main parameter used to compare cell behaviour

was polarisation resistance Rp, estimated from the differ-

ence between the intercept of frequency dispersion with

the real axis at low and high frequency, respectively, in the

Nyquist plots. Rp values from the three-electrode and the

symmetric two-electrode configurations for a 10 lm thick

cathode at different temperatures are plotted in Fig. 1. Half

of the Rp values obtained with the symmetrical cell is

reported on the y axes. A good agreement in polarisation

resistance is obtained in both configurations. Moreover,

similar spectra were obtained by placing the reference

electrode at both sides of the half cell. The spectra were

different only in the intercept with the x-axis, due to dif-

ferent electrolyte resistance measured between the working

and the reference electrode.

Figure 2 shows the Nyquist plots of the symmetrical cell

at different temperatures, at open circuit voltage (OCV),

and in air. The plots refer to complete symmetrical cell

response; the depressed shape of the spectra suggests a

multi-step process.

Impedance diagrams at different oxygen partial pres-

sures and temperatures are plotted in Fig. 3. Spectra are

clearly very sensitive to p(O2) variation, especially in the

low frequency region. The plots maintain the typical shape,

in which at least two time constants are recognized at each

temperature. Impedance data of the symmetric cell were

then analysed using a CNLLS-Fit procedure [23], by a
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Fig. 1 Comparison of polarisation resistance Rp extracted from EIS

spectra at different temperatures, in a two- and three-electrode

configuration. Working conditions: air, open circuit voltage. The

values from the symmetric configuration (two-electrode) are reported

as half of the Rp extracted from Nyquist plots
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oxygen/argon volume ratio: 40 lm cathode thickness
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circuit containing two RZQ elements, series connected with

an RL term: (RXL(RZQ)h(RZQ)l). RX is the electrolyte

resistance, L is related to cable and cell rig inductance,

(RZQ)h and (RZQ)l are referred to the two capacitive loops

of the plots at high and low frequency, respectively.

Experimental data extracted at 700 and 800 �C, at

p(O2) = 0.21 atm, are compared in Fig. 4 with their fitting.

A very good agreement between data and simulation is

obtained.

The constant phase element (ZQ = Q-1(iw)-n) was used

in the fitting circuit instead of capacitance, since the arcs

were slightly depressed. Capacitance and n values were

calculated according to an equation given in [24]. At each

temperature and for each p(O2), the parameter n value was

very close to 0.5 for the high frequency arc, while it moved

towards 0.9 for the low frequency arc. CPE is a very

general dispersion element [25]: for n = 0.5, it indicates a

Warburg behaviour, which suggests ideal semi-infinite

diffusion. A value close to 1 suggests capacitive behaviour,

which is related to the low frequency arc. This latter ele-

ment is the main contributor to cathodic resistance. Rh and

Rl values obtained with the fitting procedure are plotted

versus temperature, at different oxygen partial pressures in

Fig. 5. The low frequency resistance follows an Arrhenius

behaviour, with 180 kJ mol-1 activation energy. Regard-

ing high frequency resistance, a 0.95 correlation factor is

obtained with 110 kJ mol-1 activation energy.

Impedance measurements at different overvoltages were

performed. In Fig. 6, ln(1/Rp) values are plotted versus

overvoltage. As already reported for a smaller set of cells

[16], different trends above and below 750 �C can be

observed: a linear behaviour of log(1/Rp) versus g at

700 �C is obtained; a deviation from linear behaviour is

observed at 750 �C, while, at 800 �C, the trend changes

radically and the slope becomes also positive. According to

the Butler–Volmer equation, which correlates ln(1/Rp) to

overpotential, such data suggest that oxygen reduction is

initially under activation control, while a new regime

comes into play for higher temperatures. This is also in

agreement with the results of Fig. 5; at low T (right side of

Fig. 5), low frequency resistance—which follows an

Arrhenius law—is significantly higher than the high fre-

quency one, thus confirming charge transfer control. When

the temperature is increased (left side of Fig. 5), low fre-

quency resistance values at different oxygen partial

pressures are comparable to those of high frequency

resistance. Transport phenomena are no longer negligible.

The gaseous diffusion coefficient of molecular oxygen is

considerably higher than the diffusivity of oxygen ions in

the electrode ionic path. Therefore, it is reasonable to

assume that deviation from the linear behaviour of ln(1/Rp)
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versus g is due to ionic transport within the electrode. Ionic

transport activation energy of YSZ sintered at 1,100 �C has

been calculated by EIS in air at OCV on a two electrode

cell: 90 kJ mol-1. This is an interesting value, since the

YSZ framework within the composite electrode has been

sintered under similar conditions. The fact that the Rh trend

in the Arrhenius plot of Fig. 5 gives a comparable activa-

tion energy shows that ionic transport in the cathode plays

a relevant role at high temperature.

The temperature range considered here represents the

upper and lower temperature limits for conventional

SOFCs and intermediate temperature SOFCs (IT-SOFCs).

For both technologies, the materials considered are of

practical use. This means that even when made with the

same materials, the electrodes should be differently

designed depending on their working temperature.

Cathodes with different thicknesses were measured.

Relevant Rp values from impedance plots are shown in

Fig. 7. These results refer to cells coming from three dif-

ferent batches of cathode slurry with the same composition

and prepared according to the same procedure. Electrode

morphology, hence performance, strongly depends on

parameters such as electrode porosity, distribution, and

interconnection of ionic and electronic conductors. These

are controlled by the amount of binder in the slurry, the

volume ratio between ionic and electronic conductors, as

well as ball milling and sintering procedure. Since the

samples are small in size, even minor variations in their

preparation are significant and are likely to produce scat-

tered data. However, a general decrease in Rp is obtained

when electrode thickness increases, with minimum Rp

observed for thicknesses in the 25–50 lm range.

Polarisation resistance values for samples with different

cathode thickness produced with the same slurry and all

sintered at the same time are reported in Fig. 8. From these

diagrams, Rp trends depending on the thickness are clearer.
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The ideal electrode thickness can be observed at around

40 lm, while at lower and higher electrode thickness a

higher resistance is recorded. Also Virkar et al. [26] found

a decrease or an increase in charge transfer resistance with

increasing cathode thickness, depending on ionic conduc-

tivity. However, they found an asymptotic value with

thicker electrodes, which we did not find in our work.

Kenjo and Nishiya [27] and Juhl et al. [28] found a

decrease in polarisation resistance with thickness, but they

analysed composite cathodes up to 20 lm.

Since these results have been obtained under open cir-

cuit potential and the current load on the electrode might

change the impact of the phenomena, polarisation mea-

surements have also been performed.

In all polarisations (Fig. 9), there is a sharp current

decrease, whenever electrode thickness is raised from 16 to

32 lm. A further, although less important, kinetic

improvement is achieved with the 40 lm thick electrode;

conversely, the curve of the 60 lm thick electrode

decreases, overlapping or falling even below the curve of

the 32 lm electrode. A remarkable decrease in current is

recorded with the thickest electrode.

Owing to these results, cathode microstructure has

been considered to be a key factor in understanding the

system under investigation. Thus, after electrochemical

measurements, the cells were cut and observed by SEM.

Some defects were detected inside the electrode bulk.

However, after a quantitative evaluation, it was estimated

that they affect a very low fraction of total electrode

volume with no interruption of current paths across the

electrode thickness.

Variations in key morphological properties (e.g.

porosity) together with composite cathode thickness were

assessed by SEM. Some images of three cathodes with

10, 30, and 70 lm thicknesses are presented in Fig. 10.

Two samples for each thickness are considered in this

figure. In each photograph, cathode layers of different

thicknesses that have built up on the dense electrolyte can

be readily identified (on the left hand side of each pho-

tograph). Each cathode image is processed by image
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analysis to estimate grey level variations along the axial

coordinate. For this reason, cathode thickness was divided

into 5 lm sub-layers. The grey level was determined by

image analysis in each sub-layer of every sample. The

results are shown in Fig. 11, which shows grey level

variations in each sample determined at varying distance

from the cathode free surface (opposite to the cathode-

electrolyte interface). The relative grey level in Fig. 11 is

calculated as:

c ¼ g

gmax

where g is the grey level determined by image analysis of

the different cathode layers in SEM pictures and gmax is the

maximum grey level determined at the free surface of the

cathodes (opposite to the electrolyte side).

As can be observed in Fig. 11, the grey level gradient is

similar in all layers placed at the same distance from the

cathode free surface. As a consequence, the relative grey

level in all cathodes can be computed using the same linear

relationship with the distance from the free surface,

obtained as the best linear fitting of data in Fig. 11.

These results confirm that cathode morphological

properties vary along its axial coordinate. It is reasonable

to assume that the solid volume fraction in any cathode

layer is proportional to the grey level, i.e. the solid volume

fraction linearly decreases along the axial coordinate with

the same slope as the best linear fitting of the data pre-

sented in Fig. 11.

This analysis shows that electrode porosity at the elec-

trolyte/electrode interface increases with increasing

electrode thickness. From a qualitative point of view, it

seems that two effects may play a relevant role. The first is

that the increase in electrode thickness increases the

number of active sites, thus leading to enhanced electrodes

with low Rp. On the other hand, higher porosity at the

electrolyte/electrode interface in thick electrodes leads to a

local increase in ionic path resistivity. This latter fact is not

negligible, especially because, in composite cathodes, ionic

current makes up the bulk of total current flowing close to

this interface. In this situation an optimal electrode thick-

ness could be identified, justifying the electrochemical

results obtained.

4 Conclusions

The measurements performed with different cell configu-

rations help improve the reliability of electrochemical

results. The electrodes have been produce with a procedure

widely applied in SOFC studies. The analysis performed

allowed focus on: (i) the phenomena playing relevant roles

in oxygen reduction, (ii) the importance of geometry and

microstructure in electrode performance optimisation.

Impedance diagrams show two time constants. The fit-

ting procedure, performed with the simple equivalent circuit

presented here, gives good results. Considering the elec-

trochemical results under polarisation in the cell with a

three electrode configuration charge transfer is the rate

determining step at low temperatures. A second process,

which prevails at higher temperature, is due to ionic trans-

port within the electrode. Furthermore, the interplay

between these two main phenomena in the overall process

has been highlighted. The possibility to change cell con-

figuration, as well as modulate parameters like temperature,

reagent partial pressure and polarisation, is very useful to

understand the system. Moreover, the use of simple models

like CNLLS contributes to the final results.
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The measurements performed at OCV and under

polarisation at different temperatures show that an optimal

electrode thickness exists, which is strongly related to its

microstructure. These data underline that geometry-

microstructure of the electrode and operating conditions

play a significant role in electrode performance

optimisation. Finally, this paper supplies additional results

to recently published data [16], thus allowing for advanced

theoretical analysis of the overall process in which system

morphological properties (porosity i.e. number of contact

points and tortuosity of the ionic-electronic paths) may be

included.
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